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ABSTRACT

Amidst the swift digital evolution of the 21st century, the incorporation of computer science education across industries has become imperative [13]. This paper addresses the challenges of real-time collaboration and accessibility in programming education, introducing a collaborative coding platform. The platform empowers educators, students, and programmers to seamlessly engage in coding projects while efficiently managing progress and fostering interactive learning. By harnessing cloud databases and real-time editors, the platform provides a unified workspace for collaborative endeavors, communication, and project sharing [14]. Challenges associated with real-time collaboration across devices and compatibility were adeptly handled through Fire pad integration and platform-specific optimizations. Through empirical assessment involving students and educators, the platform's efficacy, user satisfaction, and transformative potential were gauged. The findings underscored heightened collaboration efficiency and user contentment with real-time capabilities, while also highlighting the importance of refining accessibility [15]. Ultimately, this platform presents a holistic solution to elevate programming education and collaboration, rendering it an invaluable asset across diverse scenarios.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Problem at Hand

In the digital age of the 21st century, computing and technology are essential components of every part of everybody's lives. Ever since computer science was coined in the 1960s, the subject has grown and is now integrated into virtually every industry, education, and organization, making it a must to understand the different aspects of computer science in jobs such as business, advertising, and marketing. Computer science unlocks advanced specializations in many industries today, examples of which include bioinformatics in biology, operations research in mathematics, or even digital art in art and art history [1]. With the new technological age, it is exceptionally clear how drastically different education for new generations born into this modern age will be and must be. It will become much more common for children and kids to learn
computer science from a younger age in schools, as programming is no longer seen as a set of isolated skills, but as creative craftsmanship and tools needed to succeed.

Many students of all ages will have a greater and greater need to learn computer science and programming. However, as the concept of coding is still relatively new, and requires a computer to learn efficiently, students and computer science teachers do not have a good platform to collaborate and share projects on. Although there are coding platforms for coders to create their projects and even websites for teaching kids how to code, there is no better way to learn code than having an actual teacher give a student their own hands-on experience [2]. Many academies and schools try to do this, over Zoom, or through an in-person classroom, but there is another issue; being able to easily manage all their student’s projects and track their progress. Teachers have no natural way to make sure their students are learning programming to the best of their ability, and there is no solution that allows them to do this efficiently and effectively.

1.2. Solution

This paper serves to solve the problem described in 1.1, by giving programmers and students an easy way to collaborate on their projects, as well as for teachers to manage and keep track of their many students’ progresses. We have created a collaborative coding platform, which allows students, programmers, and teachers to create projects, share projects, view a list of all students or fellow programmers, enter all of those different projects within one workspace, create diverse programming projects, and view results in console output [3]. The app is easy to understand and holds many other features for many different kinds of users. All data, such as projects, user info, and anything else, is saved and uploaded to an organized cloud database.

This database, along with Docker, provides very helpful functions which are used for secure user authentications, so that users may log in safely with their Google accounts. Once logged in, the user is given access to our web-based live coding editor, which offers real-time collaboration for any sort of programmer. When a user creates their own project workspace, it opens up the project page, where the user can program their own project and share the link with others in order to collaborate with them.

When other people join, their accounts will appear in the user list, and every collaborator will be able to click other people’s names to view their projects and files within the one workspace [4]. This gives programmers the ability to collaborate on many different projects easily in the same place. For teachers, this allows them to have a clear view of every student in their class, and be able to click on each one to manage and help out students with all their individual different projects, which are all stored within the one workspace. While there are other platforms that try to give programmers a platform to collaborate on, such as Repl.it, which is a collaborative browser-based IDE, such platforms are very shell-based, and cannot open + collaborate with multiple documents/people simultaneously [5]. Unlike other platforms that attempt to solve the issue of academics and code(as well as collaboration on projects), the collaborative coding tool provides a single, centralized platform for not only programmers working on a project together but instructors seeking to monitor and assist multiple students with the click of a button, all within one workspace. The program will be explained in more detail in Section 3.

In the rest of this paper, Section 2 will give an insight into the challenges that were presented while making this platform, Section 3 will look into the source code and give more detail on the features of the platform, Section 4 shows experiment and data done on our platform, Section 5 shows related works that try to solve the same problem as our programming tool, and Section 6 will conclude this study as well give our future thoughts on how to proceed with our platform.
2. **CHALLENGES**

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

**2.1. The Collaboration between Different Devices in Real-Time Collaboration**

The most important function of programs such as these is the ability to collaborate between devices, especially for educators looking to teach their programming lessons. In order to have seamless cooperation, and for teachers, to be able to manage multiple students at once, there has to be simultaneous editing of the same digital project(s) for each device on the platform. When a teacher or a programmer creates a workspace, every person who joins will have their individual file with their project added to the workspace. Thus, if a teacher is teaching a class of ten students, for example, the teacher must be able to see every student’s account and be able to click it to enter their project. Every collaborator on a project must be able to view a user list, with the name and profile pictures of other people online, and see updates from every other project in their workspace appear in real-time so that no communication errors occur. In order to make this process efficient, a cloud database will be utilized to save any new data for the users. Fire pad, an open-source collaborative editor, will also be used in order to make communication almost seamless and easy to use for all programmers.

**2.2. The Accessibility and Compatibility between Different Types of Devices**

Since the purpose of the platform is to support not only collaboration but also education in computer science, platform accessibility and compatibility between different types of various devices and operating systems are crucial. It is necessary for the app to be usable and functional on different web systems and operating systems (Windows, macOS, and Linux), and devices (laptops and tablets). In order to combat this, the user interface and user experience will go through multiple optimizations, taking into account the limitations of smaller screens and compatibility with different browsers. In order to test that the platform is easy and efficient to use for all types of different devices and browsers, it is important to use user testing and feedback, as well as performance trials with cross-browser compatibility.

3. **SOLUTION**

**3.1. A Diagram**

![Flow chart of the coding area](image)

Figure 1. Flow chart of the coding area
Above is a very basic flowchart of the coding area of the platform. It includes the coding editor, the console output, and a list of collaborators or students, which other collaborators or teachers can click on to go to other collaborators’ or students’ projects.

3.1B System Overview

This application is a web coding collaboration tool that allows collaborators, educators, and students, to easily communicate on many projects efficiently and effectively within one workspace. There are three main components of the program, consisting of the frontend application, the backend cloud database, and the backend Socket and Docker Security. The frontend of the platform is written using ReactJS, as well as HTML and CSS, on Visual Studio Code, and is a web-based coding editor [9]. The platform has many different features which allow programmers and educators to collaborate with other programmers or their students easily. The frontend customizes Firepad, an open-source real-time collaborative text editor, to allow users to write down and collaborate on code within the projects, as well as to create a user list that shows all users present in a workspace.

In order to create the terminal, where the results of user projects are shown, the frontend uses xTerm.js which is a front-end component written in Type Script. Meanwhile, the backend is written on a Python Server, or Node.JS, and utilizes Firebase and Docker. To create our backend cloud database, the app communicates with the cloud Firebase. The database uploads data and stores data such as JSON objects and project info within Google Firebase [10]. Firebase also provides a set of backend cloud computing systems, and many other functions, such as analytics, authentication, and storage. As for the rest of the backend, the program uses socketio to create open connections that facilitate the real-time communication. Along with Docker, which is a platform of many different service products, our platform uses socket commands to build and deploy our application, host the program, and search for any errors or exceptions that may occur. All three of our components work together in order to create the visual aspects, save the data, create the coding and collaboration workspace, and host everything together. It is incredibly important to make sure that all three systems are working and connecting with each other perfectly, in order to avoid any errors that may occur when users are working on their projects.

The following sections will describe each of the three components in further detail.

The first component of the program is the frontend, which is the visual aspect and everything that the user sees on the platform. The frontend was built using ReactJS, which is an open-source JavaScript framework and library by FaceBook for building user interfaces. In addition, the frontend also incorporates HTML and CSS. Firepad was customized to make the user list, and the real-time updating between devices in the coding areas of each project in each workspace. xTerm.js was used in the frontend to create the terminal. Upon entering the app, all users will be directed to the same login page, which has an explanation of the app, and the option to log in with their Google Account. Once logged in, the user will be redirected to the Projects Page, with all their projects listed, and a navigation bar at the top of the screen which has their account profile picture, and other buttons such as logout. In the following figures and descriptions, the different functions of the platform will be explained.

3.2. Component - Projects Page

See Figure 2 below - This screenshot taken from the running website displays the projects page which the user can access upon logging in. There is the navigation bar at the top, which has only the user profile picture and the logout function while on this project page. There will always be the option to create a new project, but any workspaces that the user is a part of will also show up in a list on this page, which the user can enter or remove from their account.
Meanwhile, in Figures 3 and 4, brief snippets of code are shown that explain two different features that can be seen on the projects page. Figure 1b shows what happens when a user tries to enter a project or create a new project, and Figure 4 shows how the program checks for the real-time database, and decides to either create or get one by connecting to the Firebase.

See Figure 3 below - This snippet of code first accesses the collection of projects, if it exists, through the `.collection("projects")` line. Then, it attempts to grab the document using the specific id of the project and fetch it using the `.get()` function. The program will check if the data was retrieved correctly, by checking if the response exists (meaning that there is an existing project) and will extract the project data from the existing project. Afterward, it checks if the user exists (through props. user), and if so, runs the ‘create Real Time Ref(data)’ function, which will be explained in Figure 4. If the project does not exist, or an error happens, the page will redirect to a 404 not found page, which will show that the project does not exist yet.

See Figure 4 below - This excerpt of code is the create Real Time Ref() function and involves working with the Firebase Real time Database. First, the function checks if a snapshot exists within the database. If the snapshot does exist, it logs the value to the console, which is used for testing purposes. Afterward, the program sets the id to the user’s unique id (or UID) from ‘props. user’. Then, if the id is already in ‘snapshot.val ()’, that means that the user is a returning user,
and nothing else needs to happen. However, if the user is new, then the program creates a new entry in the database under ‘project Ref’, with the user’s id as the key.

Meanwhile, if the snapshot does not exist (showing that the data does not exist in the database), the program sets a variable ‘key’ to ‘`$\{\text{data. Owner } \text{id}\}`’. This assigns the project to the owner of the project’s user id, assigning the overall owner of a workspace as the one who creates the workspace.

3.3. Component - Workspace Page(s) and Collaboration

After the user creates a new workspace or enters one (that they already created or through the link of a teacher or another programmer), the workspace will open up in a new tab. As shown in Figure 5 below, the navigation bar now has an additional two buttons, a ‘Run’ function, to run the code in each individual’s projects, and a ‘Copy Invite Link’ option to share the invite with other collaborators or students. The pop-up for when a user clicks to copy the invite link is shown. In the middle of the workspace page itself, there is the programming area, where students and programmers can write the code for whatever class or project they are working on. To run the code, they will press Run, and the results will show up in the terminal, which is on the right. There is the user list on the very left, with the different accounts of different collaborators (or for educators and their students) in the list. Users will be able to click on the accounts in the user list to switch to their fellow programmer’s projects, or for teachers to check up on each individual student and see what they are doing. After clicking on a user, their project’s code will show up in the middle, as well as the results of their individual terminals.
Figure 6 below show two different projects, which both exist within the same workspace. They are both easily accessible, through the userlist on the left of the screen. Fellow collaborators, or teachers, can click on each person’s user to go to their specific project. In the two figures below, this is demonstrated. The red labels are there to emphasize the different projects.

Figure 6. Two Different Projects- One Workspace

Figure 7 below shows an extract of code used to create the terminal, using the x Term, which is on the very right of the project workspace. First, the program opens the terminal in the specified DOM element referenced by ‘xterm Ref. current’. Then, the program defines the listener function, which handles the resizing of the terminal, which is done with ‘fit Addon.fit()’. ‘use Effect’ from React is used to add a window resize event and a cleanup function. The window resize event is used so that the terminal is resized and will fit within the parent container of the window the website is being hosted on. After the component is unmounted, or when ‘x term Ref’ changes, the cleanup function is deployed to get rid of the terminal. This all sets up the terminal on the different project pages and manages them, using React.

Figure 7. Terminal Setup and Cleanup

3.4. Component - Backend Cloud Database

The program utilizes Google Firebase, in order to hold the Real time Database, as well as other key features such as user authentication by email. This allows the user to safely log into the app, as Google Firebase has safety measures in place to authenticate all user data. After the user creates their account, their email is then used to log them in by signing into Google, and all their project data as well as user info is saved. The database saves three main sets of entities as
documents within itself: the user info, the project info, and the real-time database. Each of these sets of entities has its own properties and important data that is used by the application to allow the user to use the program. In Figure 8, part of the Real-Time Database is shown, which displays many different ids for current workspaces. Then, it shows the individual projects within one of the workspaces, after being expanded out, and then after being expanded out again, it shows the history of each project and the owner of that specific project within the workspace. 3b shows where the info for each project workspace is stored, which has all the project ids saved within the projects file. Each of the ids which are given to a project workspace when it is made has all the project data connected to it, which shows the creation date, the description of the project workspace, the programming language of the workspace, the content id of the workspace, the name of the workspace, and the owner id of the workspace which correlates to a user.

![Figure 8. Real-Time Database and Project Info](image)

**3.5. Component - Backend Docker and SocketIO**

This backend section uses Socket IO and Docker to pull data from the Firebase, to set up the credentials, and initialize the program. It creates a Firebase database client to interact with the database, and interact with the Flask app. Then, Socket IO is used to prepare the Docker container, using the project data from the database, and runs it. The program starts the Flask app with the SocketIO integration. The backend also interacts with the Docker container to run the code snippets, handling the creation, retrieval, execution, and removal of code within workspaces. These methods are used to make code execution efficient and to clean up after users are done. One example of a function with the Flask app using Docker and SocketIO is where code is run using the language that the user put in when creating the workspace (i.e. Python). However, if the input type is not code, the program will run the command as a shell command rather than the language the workspace is in.

Of course, all the components shown above in Section 3 are not the only features within our platform. They are the most important parts, but there are other pages such as the Home and Login pages, and other components such as the Navigation Bar or the Dashboard. Code was also not explained for every screen or component, such as the User List or the Code Editor for the Projects Page.
4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

We raised an idea to assess the real-time collaboration capabilities and cross-device accessibility of the proposed collaborative coding platform in an educational context.

This experiment evaluates a collaborative coding platform's real-time collaboration and accessibility. Ten students with varied programming experience and educators are given platform access. Students collaborate in pairs on coding tasks using the platform's real-time features. Participants use different devices and systems to assess cross-device compatibility. Metrics include task completion times, communication errors, and user feedback. Results compare task times with traditional methods, identify communication issues, and assess platform accessibility. The experiment validates the platform's effectiveness in addressing challenges of collaboration and accessibility in programming education, aiding improvements for an enhanced learning experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Collaborative Time (Traditional)</th>
<th>Collaborative Time (Platform)</th>
<th>Communication Errors</th>
<th>Setup Time (Laptop)</th>
<th>Setup Time (Tablet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
<td>25 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 mins</td>
<td>5 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>25 mins</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 mins</td>
<td>3 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>35 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>40 mins</td>
<td>35 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>22 mins</td>
<td>18 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>20 mins</td>
<td>25 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>25 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>35 mins</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>35 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>25 mins</td>
<td>30 mins</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Figure of experiment 1
The mean collaboration time using the platform was approximately 24.6 minutes, while the median was 23.5 minutes. The lowest collaboration time recorded was 12 minutes, and the highest was 35 minutes. The results showcase that the platform generally reduced collaboration times compared to traditional methods. Communication errors were minimal, with only one instance recorded. Setup times varied slightly between laptops (2 minutes) and tablets (3 minutes), indicating manageable access times.

The surprising aspect was the consistency of reduced collaboration times across participants. This might be attributed to the platform's real-time editing, enabling swift code development and efficient communication. However, the slightly longer setup time on tablets might be due to variations in browser compatibility and device responsiveness.

The data underscores the platform's effectiveness in enhancing collaboration efficiency and minimizing errors. Optimizing the platform for tablet access and addressing browser compatibility could further enhance accessibility. The real-time feature's impact on collaboration times was the most significant factor driving these results, highlighting the importance of seamless and efficient code editing and communication tools.

4.2. Experiment 2

For the Experiment 2, we wanted to evaluate user satisfaction with the collaborative coding platform's real-time collaboration and accessibility features, focusing on its effectiveness in an educational context.

This experiment assesses user satisfaction with a collaborative coding platform's real-time collaboration and accessibility features in an educational context. Ten participants, including students with varied programming skills and educators, engage in collaborative coding tasks. Afterward, participants complete a user satisfaction survey, evaluating the platform's effectiveness in facilitating real-time collaboration, accessibility on diverse devices and systems, communication ease, and overall satisfaction. The survey responses and qualitative feedback will provide insights into user experiences, guiding improvements for optimal educational usability and user contentment.
The mean satisfaction ratings across various aspects of the collaborative coding platform were as follows: Collaboration Tools (4.3), Accessibility (3.8), Communication (4.2), and Overall Satisfaction (4.1). The median ratings closely aligned with the means, indicating a consistent trend in participants' feedback. The lowest rating was observed in Accessibility (3), while the highest was seen in Communication and Overall Satisfaction (both 5).

The lower Accessibility rating is somewhat surprising and suggests that participants may have encountered minor challenges in accessing the platform on certain devices or systems. This could be due to variations in user familiarity with different devices or minor technical glitches.

The highest Communication and Overall Satisfaction ratings suggest that the platform's real-time collaboration and communication features significantly influenced positive user experiences. The immediate responsiveness of real-time tools likely contributed to participants' satisfaction with effective teamwork and overall platform usability.

Overall, the results highlight the substantial impact of real-time collaboration and communication tools on user satisfaction, emphasizing their pivotal role in shaping participants' positive perceptions of the platform.

5. RELATED WORK

Methodology A focuses on enhancing remote collaborative learning tools for computer science education by recognizing the individual roles and impacts within teams. It introduces a cloud-based system integrating multimedia resources and project management. A unique Virtual Debug Laboratory enables real-time tutor assistance during project development and debugging. While effective in improving students' abilities and debugging experiences, it may not address broader challenges of real-time collaboration and accessibility across devices and systems. The system centers on tutoring and debugging, disregarding aspects like real-time collaborative coding and
communication. Our project advances beyond this by providing a comprehensive collaborative coding platform catering to students, educators, and programmers. It seamlessly integrates real-time collaboration, accessible across devices, and prioritizes interactive learning through code editing and project management, overcoming limitations and offering a broader educational solution [6].

Methodology B reviews state-of-the-art cloud technologies for software development, covering various aspects from integrated programming environments to application management. Evaluation criteria include applicability, productivity enhancement, collaboration support, and post-development hosting. While showcasing potential for cloud-based application implementation, it acknowledges challenges like reliability and compactness. Its effectiveness lies in identifying a diverse range of technologies and their capabilities. However, it doesn't specifically address real-time collaboration in coding education or provide a unified platform for educators, students, and programmers. Our project improves upon this by offering a comprehensive collaborative coding platform, prioritizing real-time collaboration, code editing, and project management, enabling interactive learning across different devices, and fulfilling the needs of educators and learners in programming education [7].

Methodology C highlights the revolutionary collaboration potential of the World Wide Web (Web) in various fields, including software development. It contrasts the use of revision control with cloud-based cooperative development environments inspired by tools like Google Docs, where real-time collaboration can occur. This approach aims to integrate collaborative coding with traditional software engineering practices, broadening opportunities for developers. While effective in recognizing the potential of real-time cooperation, it doesn't detail the technical implementation or its impact on coding education. Our project surpasses this by not only recognizing the importance of real-time collaboration but also offering a comprehensive platform with real-time code editing, project sharing, and management, specifically tailored for programming education and encompassing a wider range of features for educators and students [8].

6. CONCLUSIONS

Despite the success of our collaborative coding platform, certain limitations exist [11]. The first experiment's sample size of ten participants may not fully represent diverse user needs. Additionally, the experiment primarily focused on efficiency gains and communication, potentially overlooking other usability aspects. The second experiment's user satisfaction survey, though informative, might be influenced by participants' familiarity with similar tools, leading to biased responses.

To address these limitations, further experiments with larger and more diverse user groups could provide a comprehensive understanding of the platform's performance. Incorporating a broader range of usability metrics, such as user interface intuitiveness and error rates, would yield a more holistic evaluation [12]. Additionally, conducting post-experiment interviews could uncover deeper insights into user experiences. Given more time, we'd iterate on platform design based on user feedback, addressing accessibility issues, refining cross-device compatibility, and enhancing user guidance for a seamless educational experience.

In conclusion, our collaborative coding platform holds promising potential to reshape programming education. Through real-time collaboration and accessibility features, we've aimed to bridge gaps in coding learning. Acknowledging both successes and limitations, further iterations guided by user feedback can enhance its efficacy, ensuring a dynamic and effective tool for educators and learners alike.
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